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1. INTRODUCTION 
A typical problem of the mathematical control theory is defined by a set of 
control functions %‘, a set of control parameters B, a real-valued function 
&, on Q = 9Y x B, and a function f on Q to some (euclidean, or Banach, or 
topological vector) space, and it consists in minimizing &,(cJ) on Q subject to 
certain restrictions that are imposed on [(Q). The problem that we wish 
to study here is defined by two classes of controls, QU = % x B, and Qr, = 
+‘-x&, and functions & : QU --f El and 6 : QU x QV + E, (where Em 
is the euclidean m-space), and we wish to minimize &,(cJ) on QU subject to 
certain restrictions that must be satisfied by &, p) for all p E QV. We refer to 
q E QU and p E QV as “conflicting controls” and to [,, and [ as “functions 
of conflicting controls”. This problem becomes one of “minimax controls” 
when 
foragiven&,:Q,xQ,-+Ei. In the applications that we have in mind, 
&, and 6 can be defined by functional equations such as ordinary differential, 
integral, delay-differential, partial differential, or others. A particular prob- 
lem involving conflicting controls and concerning certain pursuit games was 
considered in [l], and other related problems had been previously discussed 
by Khelendzheridze [2] and Friedman [3]. 
As in other control problems, we are led to associate with every class 
.CZU and 9” of “original controls” (to which @ and 71r may be initially restrict- 
ed) an embedding class Y; respectively YV of “relaxed controls” [4, 51. By 
applying certain results of [4] and [5] to the problem just described we are 
able to prove the existence of a minimizing relaxed control 
q = (u; 6,) E A% x B, 
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and to derive “natural” necessary conditions for minimum of the type of the 
Weierstrass E-condition or Pontryagin’s maximum principle. However, as is 
shown by the simple counterexample in Section 5, the effects of a relaxed 
control cannot be generally simulated by approximating original controls 
nor does every minimizing original control satisfy necessary conditions that 
are valid for minimizing relaxed controls. In this respect the problem with 
conflicting controls diverges from the pattern exhibited by the “usual” or 
unilateral control problems for ordinary differential [6, 7, 81 or integral 
equations [9, lo], or certain minimax problems [IO, Ill. This pattern persists, 
however, in an important subclass of problems in which 4 -+ &, p) are 
equicontinuous for all “relaxed” p with respect to an appropriate topology 
on QU . Such problems include, as a special case, the pursuit and evasion 
problems previously discussed in [I]. 
The results that we state in Sections 3 and 4 are applicable to problems 
defined by various functional equations. For the sake of concreteness and as 
an illustration, we apply these results in Section 6 to problems defined by 
ordinary differential equations. (We intend to treat the case of integral and 
other functional equations elsewhere.) The proofs are carried out in Sections 
7 and 8. 
2. THE FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We begin by briefly recapitulating the definition and certain elementary 
properties of relaxed controls [4, 51. Let T, R, and R, be metric and com- 
pact spaces, with a positive, finite, complete, regular and nonatomic measure 
dt defined on T, and let BU and BV be convex and compact subsets of some 
Frechet spaces. We denote by Su the class of regular Bore1 probability 
measures on R, , by W, the class of measurable “original U-controls”, 
that is, measurable mappings on T to R, , and by Y; the class of “relaxed 
U-controls”, that is, mappings u on T to SU such that t -+ s c(a) u(t) (da) is a 
dt-measurable function on T for every continuous real-valued function c 
on R,. We identify a point cx E R, with the measure s, E SU that is con- 
centrated at (Y with probability 1, and thus consider C2’” as a subset of Y; . 
We also identify ILL and u2 in Y; if ul(t) = u&t) dt - a.e. We define a topo- 
logy on Y; by its subbase consisting of the sets 
1~ E % /I j-, dt 1, u+(t, 4 (44 - WI WI < ~1 3 
where or E Y; , E > 0, +(t, *) is continuous for each t E T, d( *, a) is dt- 
measurable for each 01 E R, , and t -+ SUP,~~~ )c$(t, a)1 is dt-integrable. We 
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similarly define S, , WV, Y;, and a topology on YV . It can be shown 
[4, Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, pp. 631-632; and 5, Sec. 23 that 9; and Sp, are 
both metric, compact and convex, that gU and WV are dense in 9, respec- 
tively 9” , and that the relativizations of the topologies in PU and YV to 
finite-dimensional subsets are euclidean. 
Let 9%‘” C % C 9; and gV C V C YV, and let the functions 
and 
xo:cYu x B,+E,, xl:sPux Bu+E,, 
x2:9” x BLI x 9” x B,+E,, 
and a closed convex subset A of E,, be given. (Here x0 and (xi , xs) are the 
functions &, and 5 referred to in Sec. 1; we have assumed that their definition 
has been extended from the original domain % x BLT x V x BV to its 
closure $, x BU x Y; x B, , and this can indeed be easily accomplished 
for problems defined by various functional equations in a manner similar 
to the way we do it in Sec. 6 for ordinary differential equations.) A control 
ij = (a, 5”) E % x B, is a “minimizing %-control” if x,(q) Q x,,(q) for 
all q in the set &(a) = {q E % x Bu 1 x,(q) = 0, xz(q, V x B,) C A}. If 
4 = 9?V , we say that in and q = (ri, &) are “minimizing original controls” 
and if Q = 9” we refer to B and q as “minimizing relaxed controls”. We 
denote by x the function 
(4, 24 - X(Q, P) = c%(q), Xl(P), G7, PN. 
The approach that we shall pursue is to consider the problem with con- 
flicting controls as a special case of the problem discussed in [5]. Our assump- 
tions will always insure that the function x,(q, *) on the compact set 9” x BV 
is continuous for each q E Yu x BU . Furthermore, it follows from the 
relation 99” C V C 9’” that the set V is dense in gV and the condition 
x2(q, 7cr x BY) C A is equivalent, therefore, to the condition 
4q, 8 x Bv) C A. W e may thus consider the function q -+ xz(q, .) as a 
function on 9” x B, into the Banach space C(sPV x B, , E,) of continuous 
functions on YV x BV to En , with the sup norm. Setting Z,(q) = x,(q, *) 
for all qE& x BLr and C,={ZUEC(Y;X B,,E,)jzu(Yv x B,)CA}, 
our problem is equivalent to that of minimizing x,, on the set 
{q E 9” x B, / x,(q) = 0, Z2(q) E C,} which is of the form considered 
in [5]. 
In order to apply most of the results derived in [5] to the problem with 
conflicting controls, we would have to assume that q -+ f,(q) or, equivalently, 
(q, p) + x2(q, p) are continuous. This is not the case, however, in many 
applications that appear of interest. On the other hand, we can show that in 
problems defined by many functional equations (see Theorem 6.3 for the 
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case of differential equations), X, is continuous in each of the arguments Q 
and p separately and that it is differentiable in an appropriate sense. This 
enables us to prove the existence of a minimizing relaxed control and to 
derive necessary conditions for such relaxed minima. We can also derive 
stronger results, patterned on those in [5], for an important subclass 
of problems in which 4 and p are “separated” in a particular sense and X, is 
consequently continuous (see Theorems 4.2 and 6.4). 
3. EXISTENCE AND NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR MINIMUM 
If C is a convex subset of a vector space, E E C, c E C, ~7 a topological 
vector space, and 5 : C + X, we write 
D@; c - E) = $rlo; (&E + a(c - z)) - &)). 
I f  5 depends on two arguments, c and d, then D&Z, d; c - E) represents, for 
each d, D&(E; c - E), where fd is the function c -+ .$c, d). Similarly, if D 
is convex and 2 E D, d E D, then D&c, ii; d - t?) = D&(a; d - a), where 
t,(d) = f(c, d) for each c in C. 
Let 
for k E (1, 2,...}. We say that c--f f(c) is “K-differentiable at E” if, for every 
point (ci ,..., ck) in Ck, 
/iio$ (5 (2 + i ej(cj - c)) - 5(r) - 5 ei D&E; cj - q) = 0. 
j=l j-1 
The function 4 is “k-differentiable” if it is k-differentiable at E for every 
E E C. We denote by C(K, X) the Banach space of continuous functions on a 
compact space K to a Banach space 3, with the usual norm 
and write C(K) for C(K, EJ. We also set m’ = Max(m + 1,2) (where m is 
the dimension of the range of xi). 
Theorem 3.1 below combines an existence statement with necessary 
conditions for minimum. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume that 
(i) gV C V C Sp, and A has a nonempty interior; 
(ii) for each choice of q,, , q1 ,..., qm’ in YU x B, the function 
m’ 
(0, P> - x + c Wi - qo), : Kn, x Y; x B, - Em,,,, 
j=l 
is continuous and the function q + x(q, p) : 9” x B, + Em+n+l is continuous 
for all p E YV x B,; 
(iii) the function q -+ x(q, .) : YU x B, --f C(YV x B, , Em+,,+J is m’- 
d@erentiable and D2x(q, p; p’ - p) exists for all cj E YU x Bo and 
p, p’ E YV x BV; and 
(iv) the set zZ(YU) = (q E YV x B, / x,(q) = 0, x2(4, V x B,) C A} is 
nonempty. 
Then there exist a minimizing relaxed control q = (u, 6,) (that is, a point 
q E 9” x B, such that x,(q) < x,(q) for all q E &‘(YU)), X0 3 0, h, E E, , 
a regular Bore1 probability measure w on Y; x BV , and an w-integrable 
function t.~ : YV x B, -+ E, such that 
x0 > 0, Xo + I 4 I + j- I P(P>I 44’) > 0, (3.1.1) 
Xo Dxok q - B) + 4 D-Q?; q - HI + j 4~) D,x& P; q - 4) 4dp) Z 0 
forallqEYU x B,, (3.1.2) 
CL(P) * x&Z P) = yz; k4P) . a forallpE& x BV, (3.1.3) 
and 
p(p) . D,x,(q, p; p’ - p) < 0 for allp andp’ in YV x B, . (3.1.4) 
When x,(q) = Sup,!Zo(q, p), the conditions of Theorem 3.1 (involving 
the m’-differentiability of x0) do not appear appropriate but an easy trans- 
formation (see 7.2) permits us to derive the following theorem as a corollary 
of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. LetgO:YU x B, x 27” x B,-+EI,f,:YU x BU-+Em, 
~2 : %I x &I x Y; x BV - E, , f(q, P) = (zo(q, P), G(q), %(q, P)) for 
46% x B,andpEYV x B,, and assume that R, is bounded and conditions 
(i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) of Theorem 3.1 are satisjed with 2, , f ,  , 3i; replacing x1 , 
x2 , x respectively. Then there exists a point q = (u, bo) E YU x Bo such that 
409/33/3-I3 
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for all q in the set {q E 9” x BU 1 ZI(q) = 0, Z2(q, V x BY) C A). Further- 
more, there exist A, E E,,, , a regular Bore1 probability measure w on YV x B, 
and w-integrable functions v  : 9” x B, + E1 and t.~ : 9” x B, -+ E,, such 
that 
v(p) 2 0 and I 4 I + / (V(P) + I P(PN 444 > 0, (3.2.1) 
4 W(4; 4 - a> + J [v(P) Wd!& Pi 4 - !I> 
and 
+ P(P) . %%% P; q - ~114!N 2 0 
forallqEYo x BLI, 
v(p’) = 0 ;f %(a P’> < sup %(!% P) 
PQyXBy 
P(P) - %(!A 14 = zy CL(P) -a forallpEY; x B,, 
P(P) * 4‘%(!z Pi P’ -P) 2 0 for allp andp’ in 9; x BV . 
(3.2.2) 
(3.2.3) 
(3.2.4) 
4. MINIMIZING ORIGINAL CONTROLS 
AND APPROXIMATING ORIGINAL CONTROLS 
When % is the set B?c of original controls, it is well known that even in 
simple problems of the calculus of variations there need not exist a minimizing 
original control. It has been proven, however, that in many problems so far 
considered and that we have mentioned in Sec. 1, the effects of a minimizing 
relaxed control p = (u; b) can be simulated by a sequence of original controls 
{(uj , h)} that approximate it in 9” x B, . Furthermore, whenever a mini- 
mizing original control exists for such problems, it satisfies the “maximum 
principle” type of necessary conditions that also hold for minimizing relaxed 
controls. As we shall show in section 5, this is no longer the general case for 
the problem with conflicting controls. When we restrict ourselves, however, to 
an important subclass of problems, the “old” pattern repeats itself. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let conditions (i), (iii), and (iv) of Theorem 3.1 be satis- 
fied and condition (ii) replaced by 
(ii’) x is continuous on Sp, x BU x Sp, x B, . 
Then, for every minimizing relaxed control q’ = (u’, b’) there exists a sequence 
{ui) in 92, such that (ui , b’) E JzZ(W,) and x(cl’, b’) = lim, x(uj , b’). Further- 
more, if 9, C % C yl and there exists a minimizing @-control 4 E 4 x B, , 
there also exist A,, , A, , w and p as defined in Theorem 3.1 and statements (3.1.1) 
through (3.1.4) remain valid for the minimizing %-control q. 
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Similarly, let f, 4 , f, , 2 3i; be defined as in Theorem 3.2, Z,, bounded and 
conditions (i), (iii) and (iv) of Th eorem 3.1 and condition (ii’) above satisfied 
with f, f, , Pz replacing x, x1 , x respectively. Then, if 9?, C @ C 9” and there 2 
exists a %-control 4 = (ii, 6) E @ x B, that minimizes supstrxe, G&q, p) on 
the set {q E % x B, / ZI(q) = 0, 3i;,(q, V x B,) C A}, there also exist A, , w, v 
and p as described in Theorem 3.2 and satisfying relations (3.1.i) (i = 1, 2, 3,4). 
We shall now indicate conditions, applying to certain problems defined 
by functional equations, that insure the continuity of x. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let OW be a Banach space and FI : g x 9, x B, + Y 
and F, : OY x PV x BY---f 9 continuous. Assume, furthermore, that the 
equation 
Y = Fl(Y, !7) + FdY, PI 
has a unique solution y = .$(q, p) for all q E Y; x B, and p E 9” x B, and 
that t(sP, x BU x Y; x B,) is a sequentially compact subset of g. Then 
5 : Y; x B, x 9” x B, -+g is continuous. 
5. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
Let k be a positive integer, R, = R, = {e E I& 1 1 e / = 1) (the unit 
sphere in E,.), BU = [- 2,2], and T = [0, 11, each with the euclidean 
topology and T with Lebesgue measure. We set 
and 
A=(- oo,O], xo(u, b) = b 
x2(u, b, v) = 1’ u(7) . V(T) dr - b 
0 
for all (u, b) ES?” x BU and v ES?“, where a . fl is the scalar product of 
a and 8. (We shall not consider any restriction of the form xr(~, b) = 0 which 
amounts to the same as setting m = 0.) We can extend the definition of x0 
and xa to YU x B, x 9’” by setting 
XL@, 4 4 = ,: d7 I,,,,, a - fi U(T) (da) x v(7) (d/3) - b 
for all (u, b, v) E 9” x BU x 9”. 
We can now observe that when 4 = a, and 9” C 71T C Sp, , our problem 
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consists in minimizing b by a choice of (u, b) ~9” x B, that satisfies the 
relation 
I s l dT U(T) * /3 v(~) (d,t!) - b < 0 for all v E V. 0 
Since -1 <~~./3,<1 for all CXER, and PER”, W,CT and 
u(T) . v(T) < 1 = U(T) ’ U(T) f or all v EL%” and 7 E T, any choice of ii ~9~ 
combined with 6 = 1 will yield a minimizing original control. We shall show 
that this minimizing original control (@, 6) = (c, 1) does not satisfy relations 
(3.1 .i) (i = 1, 2, 3,4) for any choice of h, 3 0, a regular Bore1 probability 
measure w on 9” and an w-integrable TV : 9” -+ En . (Since Em = E, , we 
have X, = 0 in relations (3.l.i).) 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that (z%, 1) satisfies relations (3.1.i) 
(i = 1,2, 3,4), let q = (u, b), q = (G, 6) = (ti, I), and let p be replaced by v 
(since x is independent of the parameter b, E B,). Then 
Dx,((ii, 6); (u, b) - (ti, b)) = b - 6 = b - 1 
and 
hd@, 6 vi (u, 4 - @, 6)) = ( dT I,, v(T) (4) 
X 
s Rua*B (u(T)--U(T))(dol)-(b--) 
for all u E Y; , b E B, and a E V. Relation (3.1.3) implies that p(v) = 0 
if x&j, v) # 0 and that p(v) > 0 for all v. The only choice of v E V for 
which xa(q, v) = 0 is v = c. Thus p(v) = 0 if v f ii. Furthermore relation 
(3.1.2) yields for u = zi, (X, - s p(v) w(dv)) (b - 1) > 0 for all 
b B B, = [- 2,2], implying ho = sp(v) w(dv) = FL(G) ~({a}) > 0 and, by 
(3.1.1) (with h, = 0), ho = p(n) w((ti}) > 0. We now consider relation (3.1.2) 
for b = 6 = 1 which yields (after dividing both sides by positive P(G) ~((a})) 
= 1: dT I,, a . i-i(T) U(T) (da) - 1; 1 @(T)(’ dT 
= 
s s 
‘dT OL * fi(T) U(T) (da) - 1 > 0 
0 RU 
for all u E Sp, . In particular, this relation must hold for u = - @ ~9~ 
yielding the contradiction - si 1 @(T)12 dT - 1 = - 2 2 0. Thus the 
assumption that relations (3.1.i) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are satisfied is inadmissible. 
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We shall now show that assumption (ii’) of Theorem 4.1 is violated. Let 
6 E B, be arbitrary, U’ be an arbitrary element of 2Zr, (measurable function on 
T = [0, l] to the unit sphere I?,), and let U”(T) be, for each T E T, a measure 
concentrated at U’(T) and - U’(T) with equal probabilities $. Then, for 
every fi E R, , we have 
s RU a* p ii(T) (da) =?j U’(T) * /3 - + U’(T) ’ p= 0 
and, for all v E 9; , 
x2(2& 6, V) = 1; dT I,, V(T) (d/3) j-, 01 * /3 c(T) (da) - b” = - 8. 
Since 2ZU is dense in the metric space YU , we can find a sequence {uj} in 
BU = 92” converging to u”. We have 
Thus 
xz(uj , 6, ui) = I 1 1 z+(T)I” dT - 6 = 1 - 6. 
pil X&j ) 6, Uj) = 1 - a # - a = Ji$ X&, 6, Uj), 
showing that x2 is not continuous. On the other hand, it is easy to show that 
u -+ xa(u, v) and v + xs(u, v) are both continuous for any fixed choice of the 
other argument and that Ez, as just defined, is a minimizing relaxed control. 
6. PROBLEMS WITH CONFLICTING CONTROLS DEFINED 
BY ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
We shall illustrate some of our results in the case where the function x is 
defined by ordinary differential equations. Let T be the closed interval 
[t,, , tr] of the real axis, B, C Ek+l x En , 
and 
g = (go,.*., g”) : T x E,,, x &I - -%+, 
f =(fl,...,f”): T x E,, x RU x R”+E,,. 
We consider the differential equations 
w = & ?P), 49) a.e. in T, 17Po) = 770 9 
At) = f (4 Y(9, u(t), $4) a.e. in T, YPO) = Yo > 
(6-l) 
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where u ~9” , vegv and (vo,~o)~Bv, and g and f satisfy the following 
assumptions: 
ASSUMPTION 6.2. For all (t, a’, a”, 01, fl) E T x E,,, x E, x RU x R, , 
the following conditions hold: 
(6.2.1) the derivatives g,(t, a’, a) and f&t, a”, (Y, /3) exist and g(t, a, a), 
g,(t, *, .), f (t, *, *, *) and fg(t, a, ., *) are continuous; 
(6.2.2) g(*, a’, a), g,(*, a’, a), f (., a”, 01, 8) and fav(*, a”, (Y, j3) are (Lebes- 
gue) measurable; 
(6.2.3) there exists a (Lebesgue) integrable positive function # on T such 
that I a’ *g(t, a’, 41 < W) (I a’ I2 + 11, Ia” *f (t, a”, a, @I < #(t) (I a” Ia + 1) 
and, for bounded a’ and a”, 
I &l a’, 4 I g& a’, 41 If& a”7 % PII 
SW) ’ SW> ’ VW 
and 
I fat, a”9 % #4l 
!w 
are bounded. 
Remark. We can replace condition (6.2.3) by any other condition (for 
example, one formulated in terms of a Lyapunov function) that insures the 
uniform boundedness of the solutions of (6.1). 
Since, by (6.2.1), g(t, a’, a) and f (t, a”, ., *) are continuous, we can extend 
the definition of g and f to T x E,,, x S, and T x E,, x Su x S, , 
respectively, by setting 
g(t, a’, sv) = /Ru&, a’, 4 S”(4 
and 
for all (t, a’, a”) E T x E,,, x E,, , se E S, and sv E S, . It follows now 
from Assumption 6.2 that Eqs. (6.1) have unique absolutely continuous 
solutions r)(q) (.) and ~(4, v) (*) for all q = (u, Q , ~a) E Yrr x BU and 
VEY;, and we can therefore define x on Y; x B, x Y; by setting 
x,(q) = v”(d k), x,(q) = W(q) (tlh-v rim(q) W and xz(q, v) = y(q, v) W 
It follows from Assumption 6.2 that, for every q = (u, 71~ , yo) E Y; x Bu 
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and Y E 5$ there exist absolutely continuous matrix-valued functions 
t--t S(q)(t) and t+Z(q, V) (t) on T such that 
k(4) w = - ml) (4 && rl(P) (9, u(t)) a.e. in T, 
md (t1) = I,+, Y 
a.e. in T, 
where * = dldt and Zi is the j-th order unit matrix. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let Assumption 6.2 be satis$ed, 9?, C Y C 9” and the set 
4%) = (4 = (u, vo 3~0) E % x Bu I x,(q) = 0, x&z, V C 4 
be nonempty. Then there exists a minimizing relaxed control 
q=(@,qo,Yo)E% x Bu. 
Zj, furthermore, A has a nonempty interior then there exists h = (X0,..., h”) E Ekfl, 
a regular Bore1 probability measure w on 9” and an w-integrable junction 
t.~ : Sp, -+ E, such that 
x0 > 0, hi = 0 (i > m), I X I + j- I ~64 44 > 09 (6.3.1) 
f or 
fw, su) = x * %“(!a 0) id4 44) (0, su) 
+ j- P.(W) Z(64 (t)f(t, y(!& 4 (9, SW, $4) 4W (t E T, su E SJ), 
(6.3.2) 
we have 
H(t, u(t)) = $2 H(t, a) for almost all t E T, 
h * fWI) (to) iio + j ~(4 z(e 4 (to) 4-W lo 
= Min 
h,.~t,)~Bu 
[A * W?) (to> 70 + j ~(4 Z(ci; 4 (to) 4W yo] 3 
(6.3.3) 
and 
144 - x2(% 4 = ?$fy CL(W) * a for all v E .Yv , (6.3.4) 
PL(4 Z(cr 4 P)f(t, Y(@ 4 (t>, w> e) 
= Jgy P.(W) -m w) (t)f(t, Y(!x 4 WY m, B> 
for all w E 9r and all t in a set T, of measure t, - to . 
(6.3.5) 
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THEOREM 6.4. Let fk a”, a, P) = f&, a”, 4 + f& a”, B) fey all 
(4 a”, a, /3) E T x En x Ru x R, , and let Assumption 4.2 be satisfied when- 
ever fi or fi replaces f. Then x is continuous. If, furthermore 9S?o C 9?/ C 9& and A 
has a nonempty interior then, for every minimizing @-control p = (25 b), there 
exist h = (ho,..., hk) E E,,, , a regular Borel probability measure w on 9$ and an 
w-integrable function p : YV --) En that together with q satisfy relations (6.3.i) 
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 
7. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 3.1, 3.2, 4.1 AND 4.2 
7.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.1 be satis- 
fied. Then, for each fixed q E Yrr x B, , the function x2(4, .) is continuous 
on YV x B, and it will create no confusion to write x2(q) (p) for x&q, p) and 
consider q + x2(q) (.) as a function on Y; x B, into C(Y; x B, , E,). We 
similarly consider q + x(q) (.) = (x0(q), x,(q), x,(q) (e)) as a function on 
Sp, x BU into El x E, x C(YV x BY, E,,). As we have observed in 
Sec. 2, our problem is equivalent to that of minimizing x,(q) on the set 
d(y;) = {q E 9~ x B” I xl(q) = 0, x,(q) (.) E C,}, 
where CA = {w E C(Y; x B, , E,) j ~(9” x B,) CA}. By (iv), there exists 
a sequence (qj} in &(Y;) such that 
Since Y; and BU are metric and compact, we may assume that {qj} converges 
to some q in 9” x B, . Since x0 and x1 are continuous, 
and x1(q) = 0. Since q + x2(q) (p) is continuous on Y; x Bo for each 
p E Sp, x BV and A is closed, it follows that x,(q) (p) E A for each p, that is, 
x,(q) (YV x B,) CA. We conclude that there exists a minimizing relaxed 
control @ 
We next refer to [5, Theorem 2.21, setting 8 = B = Y; x BU (that is, 
treating U-controls as control parameters). By (i), C, is a closed convex set in 
C(YV x B, , E,) with an interior point and, by (ii) and (iii), the other 
conditions of [5, Theorem 2.21 are satisfied. There exists, therefore, a non- 
vanishing continuous linear functional G on El x E, x C(YV x B, , E,,) 
such that Q(w, , wr , ws)) = how0 + h, . w1 + [a(~,) for w. E El , wl E E, 
and w, E C(YV x B, , E,), X0 > 0, 
~(~x(P; q - @) 3 0 for all qe% xBu (7.1.1) 
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and 
4447) (*N 2 4h) for all w2 E c, . (7.1.2) 
By the Riesz representation theorem, Qw,) = s U,(P) . p(dp) for all 
wz E ‘3% x BV , En> an d some finite regular Bore1 measure p = (pl,..., p) 
on 9” x B, , with values in En . Setting G(P) = ‘& (variation of fij on P) 
and w(P) = &(P)/B(~~ x B,) for each Bore1 subset P of 9” x B, if 
&(9$ x BY) # 0 and otherwise choosing some regular probability measure 
on YV x B, as W, we deduce from the Radon-Nikodym theorem that 
P(P) = j, P(P) WVP) 
for all Bore1 sets P and some w-integrable p : 9” x B, + En . Relation 
(3.1.1) follows from df 0 and (3.1.2) from relation (7.1.1). 
By (7.1.2), we have 
j P(P) ' %(!a (P> 444 2 j P(P) * f%(P) 4!P) (7.1.3) 
for all wa E CA . Since w is regular, for every Bore1 subset P of YV x BV and 
every E > 0, there exist a closed set PC and an open set PG such that 
PC C P C P, and w(PG - PC) < E. We can determine a continuous real- 
valued $ on 9$ x Bv such that #(p) = 1 for p E PC, 3(p) = 0 for p 4 P, 
and 0 < 4(p) < 1 for all p. Now let a E A and 
w(P) = #(PI a + (1 - ?J(P>) %(9) (PI 
for all p. Then w E CA and, by (7.1.3), 
j P(P) * (x2(4) (PI - 4 4(P) 4dP) = jp P(P) * (%(H) (P) - a> w(dP) 
+eZO, 
(7.1.4) 
where 
I p(P) . (%(!a (P) - a)l w(dP) 
pG-pC 
Since x,(q) (.) is bounded on the compact space 9” x BV and E can be 
chosen arbitrarily small, it follows from (7.1.4) that 
I p(P) * cm (P) - a) +!P) z 0 P 
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for all Bore1 sets P; whence relation (3.1.3) follows directly if we redefine p 
to be 0 on the w-null set where relation (3.1.3) does not hold. 
We observe that, since x2(q) (p’) E A for all p’ E yt x B, , relation (3.1.3) 
implies that 
for all p E 9” x B, . We set, for any fixed p E YV x B, , 
&(P’) = P(P) * X&Z P’). Then P’ --f &(p’) is maximized byp’ = p. It follows, 
therefore, that (I/or) (&(p+ ~(p’ - p)) - &o(p)) < 0 for all (II E (0, l] and 
p’ E YV x B,; hence D&,(p; p’ - p) < 0 for all p’ E Y; x BV , and this is 
equivalent to relation (3.1.4). Q.E.D. 
7.2. Proof of Theorem 3.2. Theorem 3.2 follows directly from Theorem 
3.1 after we appropriately transform the minimax problem. Let 
- M G pEy’By %I, P) ,< M for all q E 9” x B, , 
B, = [- M - 1, M + I], B,’ = BO x B, . Then the minimax problem is 
equivalent to that of choosing (u, b, , b,) E Yo x B,’ so as to minimize b, 
subject to the restrictions %(% &J) = 0, f,(zl, b, , p) E A and 
.Cs(u, bo , p) - b, < 0 for all p E YV x B, . We set X&U, b, , bo) = b, , 
+, 4, , kr) = %b, &,I, xz@, 4, > 4, , P> = (%(~, 6, , P), %@> 6~ 2 P)) and 
A’ = (- cc,01 x A, and apply Theorem 3.1 with A’ replacing A. Q.E.D. 
7.3. Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof follows from [5, Theorems 2.1 
and 2.21 exactly as in the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 except that now 
we set Y = Y; , B = B, . Q.E.D. 
7.4. Proof of Theorem 4.2. Since 9; x BU and 9’” x B, are metric, it 
suffices to verify that limi f(qj , pj) = [(q, i) if limi Qj = q and lim, pj = p. 
Indeed, assume the contrary. Then there exist subsequences {qj}ie, and 
{Pj}jeJ and 7 E g such that lima k(qj , Pj) = 7 and I &qj , A) - &Z $11 > E 
for some E :- 0 and all j E J. Since 
for all j and both Fl and F, are continuous, we have 
r =F,($ q) +F,(sF); 
hence 7 = lirnjeJ [(qj , pi) = @, p), contrary to assumption. Q.E.D. 
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8. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 6.3 AND 6.4 
8.1. Proof of Theorem 6.3. We shall first verify that the conditions of 
Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Indeed, let 
and 
(8, v) E 9ym, x 9” . 
Then X~(G + IZzl %I, - q,J, ) 2, are equal, respectively, for i = 0, 1, 2 to 
$‘(tr), (q’(tr),..., qsn(tI)) and y(t,), where 77 and y are the solutions of Eqs. (6.1) 
in which u is replaced by ug + CyLI &(z+ - uJ, qO by noa + cy!:l 8j(qoj - Q,O) 
and ~a by ~+,a + Czi 8j(yaj - ~~0). The arguments of [4, Sec. 5, pp. 639- 
6401 show that the functions (8, v) -+ ~(9~ + ~~~I Bj(q, - qo)) (t) and 
Yhl + Cl WI5 - qo), ZJ) (t) are continuous for each t; hence 
(0, 4 -+ 470 + x:1 Oj(q, - qo), v) : Ym# x YV ---f Em+,+1 is continuous, 
proving (3.l.ii). Condition (6.2.3) insures that v and y are uniformly bounded 
for all qo, y,, , U, v and t; hence (3.l.i~) is satisfied. 
Next we consider m’-differentiability and condition (3.1 .iii). Let h = (g, f) 
and f = (7, y). For ever B E &,, , w E YV and (p, IJ~ ,..., qm,} in YV x B, , 
and 4 satisfies the equation 
5(t) = ($. -I- Fl w?oj - %),Al -i- : @(Yoi -Yol) 
‘as 3=1 
+ g @f 1” Q(T, 5(4> WY +d) 
- i(:, ,;I u’(T), t(T))] dT (t E T). 
Standard arguments (applied as in [12, Lemma 5.1, pp. 652-655)) show 
that 6(‘(t) is a differentiable function of 8 [relative to Ym*) for each t E T and 
that rj(t) = @(t)/aOj lB,+, satisfies the equation 
(8.1.1) 
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where l(7) is f(7) corresponding to 19 = 0 and h, is the derivative of the 
function a + h(~, a, C(T), V(T)). F ur th ermore, these arguments show that 
uniformly for all er E 9”. Thus the function 
q -+ x(q) (.) : % x B, -j CC% , -&n+n+J 
is m’-differentiable, and a similar argument shows that D,x(q, u; v’ - v) exists 
for all q E 9; x Bu and v, v’ E Y; . Therefore all the conditions of Theorem 
3.1 are satisfied and there exists a minimizing relaxed control q = (75s , y,, , J). 
We observe that 
Dxo(P; q - g) = no(h), Dx,(P; q - 9”) = hW-v VW) 
and 
Dzxz(4”, v; q - P) = (r:+2(td,..., r?+‘VJ) 
if p = p and q = (?lo , y. , U) = ql; hence, representing by To(q) (t) and 
S”,(p) (t), respectively, the matrices consisting of the first and of the following 
m rows of b(q) (t) and solving Eq. (8.1.1), we find that 
Dxi(B; q - !?I = %“&I (to) ho - 50) 
and 
4x2(!~ vi q - Q) = -W, v) (to) (YO - 700) 
+ J;;z(‘$ V) (T) * f(T, Y(& V) (T), u(T) - @(T), v(T)) dTv 
(24 E L-f&; t E T). 
Relation (3.1.2) now implies, setting X0 = A,, (Xl,..., Am) = A1 and 
hi = 0 (m < i < k), that 
(8.1.2) 
+ f’ ff(T, U(T) - Z-i(T)) dT > 0 
to 
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for all (u, 77s , ys) E PU x BU . Relation (6.3.3) follows by setting u = ii. 
Now let (01~ , 0~s) . ..} be a dense subset of (the metric and compact) 
R, , [O, 0 + h] C T and let, for any j E (1, 2 ,... }, U(T) = U(T) for T 6 [O, 0 + h] 
and U(T) = C+ for 7 E [O, 0 + h]. Then, for qO = +j,, and y,, = p,, , relation 
(8.1.2) yields 
1 
s 
8-m 
-L 
[H(T, aj) - H(T, g(T))] dT > 0 
for all e E [to , tl) and all sufficiently small positive h; hence 
H(0, aj) 3 H(B, c(O)) for almost all 0 in T, say for 0 E Tj . It follows that 
qe, c(e)) = Mjn qe, aj) for all 8g fi Ti= T’ 
61 
and T’ has measure t, - t,. The function 01---f H(t, a) on R, is continuous for 
each t because g(t, ., .) andf(t, ., ., .) are continuous. We conclude that 
zqe, qe)) = 52 fqe, a) for all 8 E T’, 
thus proving relation (6.3.2). 
Relations (6.3.1) and (6.3.4) follow directly from (3.1.1) and (3.1.3) res- 
pectively. Finally, relation (6.3.5) can be deduced from (3.1.4). Indeed, we 
can compute D,x,($ p; p’ - p) from a relation analogous to (8.1.1) and find 
that 
p(w) * Q.x‘&, v; d -v) = s tlP(“) * z(p, f’)(T)f(T, Yk v) (71, v’(T) - v(T)) dT tLl 
(8.1.3) 
BO for all v and v’ in Yl . 
Choosing a dense subset {pi , /3 2 )... } of R, ) [e, e + h] c T, j E (1, 2 ,... }, 
setting o’(7) = V(T) for 7 4 [e, e + h] and v’(T) = pi for 7 f [e, e + br], and 
using our previous argument, we can derive relation (6.3.5) which completes 
the proof of Theorem 6.3. Q.E.D. 
8.2. Proof of Theorem 6.4. Let Y = C(T, En), and let 
be defined by 
FdY, % ‘lo 9 Yo) (f> = Yo + ~;ofdT Y(T), UC’)) dT (t E T), 
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If 
(9, % q. , Yo:o) = lijm(Yj , uj , 7oi, roj> 
in CV x 9” x BU , then 
< I To - Yoj I + 1 J’ (fi(Ts y(T), J(T)) -fi(Ts y(T), Ilj(T))) dT 1 Wl) 
to 
+ 1 /~oflCTs 91T), uj(T>) -fit79 YdT), %(‘))> dT / * 
The first term on the right converges to 0 by assumption and the second by 
the definition of convergence in 9, . Since a’ + fl(T, a’, a) has a derivative 
bounded in norm by 4(T), the last term in (8.2.1) is bounded by 
I 
t1 
t0 #CT) dT * %$ I j(t) - Yj(t)I 
which converges to 0. Thus Fl is continuous and a similar argu- 
ment shows that F, is also continuous. By Theorem 4.2, the function 
.$ : yt x B, x 9” --+ ?Y is also continuous, and we observe that 
It follows that 
(a 70 3 Yo 9 u> + 44 70 ? Yo 9 9 = Y(% 170 ? Yo 9 WI @I) 
is also continuous and condition (ii’) of Theorem 4.1 is therefore satisfied. The 
conclusions of Theorem 6.4 now follow directly from Theorem 4.1 and the 
arguments of 8.2. Q.E.D. 
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